RESOLUTION

IN THE YEAR TWO THOUSAND AND NINETEEN
AND ON THE TIRTHY FIRST DAY OF AUGUST

THE BAR COUNCIL HAVING EXAMINED ISSUES RELATING TO THE DIFFICULTIES
ENDURED BY LAWYERS IN THE EXERCISE OF THEIR PROFESSION NOTES AS FOLLOWS

THAT LAWYERS HAVE CONSISTENTLY BEEN DENIED ACCESS TO THEIR CLIENTS
AND PERSONS IN THE VARIOUS CENTRES OF DETENTION (SECRETARIAT OF STATE
FOR DEFENCE, PRISONS, POLICE STATIONS AND GENDARMERIE BRIGADES)

THAT THE RIGHTS OF ACCUSED PERSONS PROTECTED BY NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS RATIFIED BY CAMEROON ARE CONSTANTLY AND
CONSISTENTLY BEING VIOLATED BY JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES AS FOLLOWS:

- Trial in a language not understood by litigants;
- Accused persons in violation of their dignity are brought naked before trial courts;
- The extraction of confessional statements from accused persons through the use of torture and inducements;
- Illegally prolonged detention of accused persons;
- Transformation of judicial detention into administrative detention;
- Frequent refusal by state prosecutors to release persons when they are either granted bail or have been discharged by a court of law;
- Recurrent refusal to acknowledge service of applications made by lawyers to judicial authorities and refusal to respond to some applications from lawyers;
- The exorbitant costs of locus fees and other court charges;
- The retention and refusal to assign case files by certain heads of courts.

NOTE WITH DISMAY THAT, IN SPITE OF PREVIOUS COMPLAINTS MADE, LAWYERS
ARE CONTINUOUSLY BEING THREATENED, ARRESTED, DETAINED IN THE COURSE OF
EXERCISE OF THEIR FUNCTIONS.
NOTE REGRETTABLY THE RECURRENT, BARBARIC VIOLENCE METED OUT ON LAWYERS BY MEMBERS OF THE FORCES OF LAW AND ORDER.

THE BAR COUNCIL THEREFORE RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:

That the Bar Council condemns in the strongest terms all these violations.

CONSEQUENTLY:

1. The Bar Council in protest, calls on all lawyers to observe a 5 day nationwide sit-in strike beginning as from the 16th to the 20th day of September 2019;

2. The Bar Council shall evaluate the situation and take any further steps as it shall hereinafter deem necessary;

3. The Bar Council hereby calls on all the Representatives of the President of the Cameroon Bar Association to ensure the strict compliance of Lawyers with this resolution in their respective jurisdictions

SIGNED:

01 TCHAKOUTE PATIE CHARLES (Bâtonnier)
02 ATANGANA BIKOUNA CLAIRE
03 TAM BATEKY SUZANNE EVELYNE
04 MBUYAH GLADYS FRIÉPSE LUKU
05 NZOH DIVINE MBOKEH
06 ENOW AGBOR BENJAMIN
07 FOJOU PIERRE ROBERT
08 DEUGOUË RAPHAËL
09 MOHAMADOU SOULEYMANOU
10 MBAH ERIC MBAH
11 SOUOP SYLVAIN
12 NGOS DANIEL BLAISE
13 AKUM MICHAEL NCHE